
Store Name: Date ordered: Purchase order #:

Ordered by: Customer ID:

Cedar Mountain uses your PROVIDED

 

DIMENSIONS to build your cover. The brand, model, and year below is strictly for 
REFERENCE. We are not responsible for an incorrect ft on orders where complete dimensions were not provided on this order form.

Brand: Model: Year:

PLEASE COMPLETE sections 1 through 7 prior to submitting order.
Provide your measurements according to your selected "ft" as seen below. Use inches only.

Cabinet ft? Synthetic (modern) ft? Shell ft?

2

1

Color
Amaretto {

Ash {

Light Grey {

Pacifc Blue {

Forest {

Rawhide {

Almond {

Maroon {

Mocha {

Walnut {

Foam (choose one)
4-2 tapered section

Standard 1lb. {

High Density 1.5lb. {

Super High Density 2lb. {

5-3 tapered section

Standard 1lb. {

High Density 1.5lb. {

Super High Density 2lb. {

Doublewrap cores (add $20)

 

{

Coverlift brackets (add $30) {

Skirt length
*Fit of cover will determine the length 

of skirt. Refer to section 1.

0" { 3" {

1" { 3.5" {

1.5" { 4" {

2" { 4.5" {

2.5" { ___Other
surcharge over 4.5" (Add $10)

Panel Skirt (add $15)

    

{

Fasteners 
*A minimum of 4 fasteners are required for an ASTM 

rated cover.

Amount Length

4 {

Other ___
surcharge over 4(add $5 each)

If critical, draw your cover and your preferred 
fastener/handle location using precise 

measurements in inches only.

Handles
Std. 2    { Other ___

surcharge over 2(add $5 each)

3 4 5 7

6

Spa dimensions and responsibility provided by:   __Dealer __Spa owner

R

(lots of liberty with skirt length) (lots of liberty with skirt length) (NOT RECOMMENDED)

=Radius

, ,OR
skirt length

fastener length

cover covercover

shell shellshell
lip lip

fastener length

skirt length
skirt length

*
*

*

Ticket number:

(For Cedar Mountain Use only)

519 South Main St.
Hailey, ID. 83333

phone: (208) 788-6300
     fax: (208) 788-0138


